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Speaker Sessions
Introduction
The BIG IDEA Formula
Copy-Boarding: Five Simple Steps to Creating a $1,000,000 Sales Letter… Even If
You’ve Never Written Copy Before
6 Steps to Publishing Success
$3.3 Million Dollar Launch Revealed
The Astonishing Prospect Awareness Cycle
The Hidden Marketing Funnel Message Structure That’s Made Me Millions
The NEW Marketing Funnel Model - unknown to average marketers - That Brings You
Continuity Buyers and New Customers
How I Turn Down Millions in Business Every Year & Still Win “The Ring”
The Backend Marketing Ascension Process
Marketing to the Process
The Google Ad Strategy that Generated 14,000 New Customers
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Marketing Funnel Automation Live - Welcome Home
Tim Castleman
In just a moment, when you turn the page marketing as you know will change.
That’s a bold statement I know, but I feel confident in it knowing what ahead for you in these
notes.
First you’re going to discover how Todd Brown sets out to win every single time before even
beginning work on a brand new project. It all comes down to having a big idea, and Todd walks
you through the exact process he uses the P.E.S to know exact what to say, and who to say it
to.
Then you’re really going to enjoy discovering how Agora Financial (who is on pace to do 120
million this year) trains their new people to write copy in just a few hours. Even if you outsource
your copy (like me), don’t pass this section up because once you see the process and how it
can help you improve any marketing message you create.
Next you’ll hear from Ryan Levesque, who went from virtually unknown to doing over $4 million
dollars collectively with his ASK Method Launch. Once you see his biggest takeaways - the
ones that took him from under a million to over $3.3 million during the launch, I have no doubt
you’ll start using them with your own projects.
Frank Kern’s #1 copy guy - Lawton Chiles - is up after that and he walked us through a
customer awareness campaign and how to go after the largest market segment possible, and
turn them into raving fans and customers, before your eyes.
And that my friends is just PART of the first friggin day.
If you only read part of these notes - you cannot miss Todd’s talk on both the Hidden Marketing
Message and the New Marketing Funnel model. You can expect those around you and in other
businesses to absorb and deploy this information, if you fail to.
The stuff he talks about in those two talks alone, are enough to change the way you get new
customers, do business now and in the future.
Above all, I want you to take your time with these notes. Absorb the information first, but then
really sit down and think about how you can use and apply it in your own business. Take some
time away from the computer (yes it’s really possible), and away from the business and think
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about the top 3 things you can do right now with this information to help improve or build upon
your current situation.
After that, be sure to come to our live (no pitch) Q&A workshop on Wednesday, November 9th
at 7pm CST with all your questions and see how I plan on using the same information you now
have in my business. I’ll also answer any and all questions you might have.
Finally, when possible, I’ve added a few tips and tricks throughout the notes that I took away
from seminar attendees, and in one case from Todd personally. These are things that even if
you attended the event live, you missed out on.
I hope you enjoy and use this information as much as I enjoyed collecting and sharing it with
you. And by I, I of course mean my dedicated team who spent the entire event absorbing the
same information next to me and who worked tirelessly since the event to bring these to you.
Without them, and of course you my dear customer and friend I would be lost.
Until next time,

Tim Castleman

PS: In the off chance you don’t already have our other award winning notes from other live
events like Traffic & Conversion or Funnel Hacking Live.
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The BIG IDEA Formula
Todd Brown
Todd is considered the funnel expert other marketers go to for help with their funnels. In this
session he goes through the process that goes into constructing funnels based on experience in
64 different markets they (or their clients) have operated in.
Even though funnels are the “hot thing” right now, Todd wants you to put aside what you have
been taught about funnels up to this point and keep an open mind to the possibilities.
Don’t immediately negate what you see. Don’t come up for reasons of why it won’t work for your
funnel, instead pick out the pieces that work (or could work) in your business.
It works in niches you wouldn’t even believe.
Dan Kennedy said, “It doesn’t take genius to come up with reasons something won’t work. The
genius comes in finding how it WILL work in your market.”
Todd is sharing what he teaches in the high-end (yet to be released) E5 C.A.M.P. Masterclass
course.
“Just ONE home run marketing funnel can change your business and life.” Todd Brown
What Todd is presenting and how he constructs various funnels will take more work initially than
you are taught from other marketers.
That’s because he doesn’t want you to create funnels that only bring in a few extra thousands
dollars, instead he is going to teach you how to create homerun funnels that have the potential
to change your business.
Do NOT ever underestimate the task at hand when it comes to moving prospects to buy.
It takes extreme, extraordinary measures to compel people to act and buy from you.
“Don’t show up to a UFC Fight in sweatpants” Todd Brown
Customer acquisition is the most expensive and difficult task there is. If you skip steps and cut
corners, you will pay for it.
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The proliferation of systems like ClickFunnels makes things easier to create funnels but harder
for marketers to stand out from the competition.
The ease of creating pages does not equal the ease of getting conversions, it only adds noise to
the marketplace and increased competition.
4 Key Message Elements (Structure of the Funnel)
1.
2.
3.
4.

The Big Idea
The Lead (The first 500 to 800 words of your sales message)
The Marketing Argument (Making logical and emotional arguments at the same time)
The Offer

Order of Importance
●
●
●

List
Offer
Copy

The Big Idea
They covered this concept during a two-day intensive conference which cost $10k per person
called the Big Idea Bootcamp.
“We are really in the IDEA business.” Book: Ready, Fire, Aim - Michael Masterson
The quality of your ideas will determine your success. This is
NOT big ideas for products. It’s big ideas for your marketing and
marketing funnel.
It starts with you pushing yourself to come up with better ideas.
Why a BIG IDEA?
●
Every marketing promotion is built on an idea / concept
(your headline is an expression of your idea)
●
Prospects are bombarded with claims (that roll off their
back… unless your idea is unique)
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●
●
●
●

Crowded marketplace, tons of noise, you have to work really hard to stand out in the
marketplace (hype, exaggerated claims)
Prospects are bored! We need to grab their attention.
The “Proliferation of the Formulaic”
Overcoming the “Categorical Imperative”

You have to make sure people don’t hit your page and say, “Oh, that. I’ve seen this before.”
A home run funnel doesn’t bring more of the same.
Book Example:

vs.
How to Outsource: Outsourcing Business for Profit Explained
Vs.
The 4-Hour Workweek - Timothy Ferriss
What’s the difference between these two?
The BIG IDEA
They both are on the topic of outsourcing.
The book is on the left is generic. The 4-Hour Workweek has a big idea.
The difference in impact, reach, money is the big idea.
The BIG IDEA is the advertisement for the ideas that are in your funnel! (not the offer)
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Marketplace sophistication - what your market responds to changes as they see more marketing
messages. They become less responsive to the same messages they see over and over again.
Where do your prospects fall on the Promise Exposure
Spectrum?
This idea came from the book Breakthrough Advertising written
by Eugene Schwartz. This book is sadly usually out of print (you
can buy one used for $300 on Amazon) or you can reach out to
Brian Kurtz who owns the publishing rights and see if he has a
copy in stock to sell you (usually for $100 or so).
Promise =>
Promise Expanded =>
Promise + Unique Mechanism =>
Promise + Expanded Mechanism =>
Prospect
Promise
If you are about to make a promise your market has NOT heard before, you just need to make
the promise and offer proof - that’s it. (Take this pill and lose weight, How to Get Facebook
Fans)
Promise Explained
If the market has heard the promise before, and that’s all you say to them about your offer, you
are done. After they’ve heard the initial promise of getting a desired result (lose weight),
marketers have to expand the promise and get more specific with their results and numbers.
For example: Take this pill and lose 30 pounds, How to Get 1,000 Facebook Fans. You have to
make sure your promise is credible and believable.
Promise + Unique Mechanism
The place Todd and his team operates 99% of the time is the Promise + Unique Mechanism.
- What is the unique piece (that you or your offer brings) that makes your product work?
- What’s in the pill that’s different?
- What’s in the software that’s different?
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Proprietary methods give your prospect hope that they can achieve their desired results
again because of this new thing (unique mechanism).
^^^ This was huge for me to hear and made me totally understand why markets and prospects
just stop responding to offers and lose hope in the process. The way to turn the hopeless into
the hopeful, is through a unique mechanism.
“Maybe THAT’S why it didn’t work before. Maybe THIS will make it work for me.” All we need
them to say is “maybe.”
Ways to create a Unique Mechanism
1. Actually have a Unique Mechanism (software, new ingredient, new tool)
2. Have an Unspoken Mechanism (if no one else is talking about it, it can be your unique
mechanism - Claude Hopkins Schlitz Beer example) every beer company had the same
sterilization process, Schiltz beer was just the first to talk about it and therefore it
became their unique mechanism.
3. Pure Marketing Invention - give your 5 steps / product a proprietary name - make it a
system
By the way, these are no longer the MFA Live notes, these are now part the Tim Castleman
Mind Extraction 5000 System™
By taking something ordinary, and putting your own spin on it and then giving it name, it now
becomes a unique mechanism that you can sell and market to others.
When in doubt, bundle your stuff (what you do or sell) into a system.
Not a list of 5 ways to rank your blog… give it a name… make it a system.
Perry and Ryan from Digital Marketer - Tripwire (They didn’t invent the low-cost leader product,
but they gave it a name. Now it is associated with them.)
Russell Brunson - Invisible Funnel (He didn’t invent the soft offer, but he gave it a name and
made it a system.)
Don’t sell the generic - don’t sell how to lose weight… sell your weight loss system. Don’t sell
how to get leads… sell your leads system.
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Promise + Expanded Mechanism
Promise + expanded mechanism - once other people are using your same mechanism (acai
berries), you then have to expand your unique mechanism and use additional items (in this case
another ingredient) to make your promise unique again.
The #1 reason for marketing funnel failure - using an immature marketing message.
The marketer just has a promise, but the prospect has already seen that promise being made to
them and is beyond it on the spectrum.
In plain English - they’ve seen it, they don’t believe you, or they don’t believe in themselves that
what you’re saying is possible.
Prospect
Message becomes about the prospect
Painful Book Titles
●
●
●

Natural Weight Loss Revealed, Weight Loss and Maintenance Basics
Get Rich on the Internet, Get Found Online
Write Your Book, Write Your eBook or Other Short Book - Fast!

Don’t create a product / name / headline that people think they can find on Google / YouTube.
Example:
Make HUGE Money in 4 Days or Less vs. There’s a New Railroad Across America… and it’s
making some people very rich.
See the Difference?
Both are selling subscription services.
The one on the left is generic. The one on the right has a big idea.
Better doesn’t get attention - different does.
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Elements of the BIG IDEA
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

ONE Great Idea (not a mix of mediocre ideas)
Big, Believable Promise of transformation, result, outcome
Unique: original, unexpected, different from what the prospect has seen before
New and Fresh (familiarity breeds disinterest)
Specific: concrete, tangible (small and specific better than big and vague)
Arresting / Startling: Shock them out of their complacency.
Easy to Grasp: Instant Appeal. Avoid the curse of knowledge. (Your prospect doesn’t
have the knowledge you do). Simplicity encourages belief.

Big Idea Formula
E.C. (P.P. + U.M.) + I.I. = B.I.
Emotionally compelling (Primary Promise + Unique Mechanism) + Intellectually Interesting = Big
Idea
Primary Promise





Big, bold, believable, true
Start with “blue sky,” top notch, the best.
Then back off until it is believable.
Your prospect should say, “This changes everything. I want this.”

Unique Mechanism
The unique mechanism gives them hope in themselves and the results they want to achieve
and that this time it’s going to be different
Intellectually Interesting
Most marketers miss making it intellectually interesting. Give the feeling of discovery so that
they would want to learn more about the mechanism / idea… even if the promise wasn’t
attached.
Intellectually Interesting = Curiosity based
Examples:
●
●
●

*** Urgent IPO Investment Opportunity ***
New “Gene Hacking” Technology Ends All Disease
MIT Technology Review called it “the biggest biotech discovery of the century…”
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●
●
●
●
●
●

American Apocalypse - historical event is about to change our way of life, will you know
what to do?
Fountain of Youth Discovered! Fact or Fairy Tale?
Tiny Biotech Unveils “Single Shot” Cure for Heart Disease
The Mysterious Powers of Track #8
The Rise of Financial Terrorism
FDA Grants Favor to Little Known Company

Use Metaphors! Metaphors are one of the most powerful devices you can add to your
marketing.
Metaphorically Selling by Anne Miller is the book Todd
recommends reading to learn how to do this
Use #1 - Connecting the unknown to the known (abstract to
concrete)
Use #2 - Connecting the known to the unknown (hiding the
common)
Developing BIG IDEAS…
Big ideas aren’t found magically, they are developed.
You don’t GET an idea or a headline. You dig it out of market
research and wring it out of the product.
You read, you listen, you experiment. The creativity is not in you: it is in your market and your
product. All you are doing is joining the two together.
Developing BIG IDEAS
●
●
●
●

Lots of ideas come from lots of input
Need lots of ideas to come up with a BIG IDEA
Ideas are all about looking for new or unusual combinations and/or connections
You have to find an idea that you are excited about

Important: Big Ideas exist in a context and at a point in time.
DON’T STEAL OTHERS BIG IDEAS!
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Copy Boarding: Five Simple Steps to Creating a
$1,000,000 Sales Letter… Even If You’ve Never
Written Copy Before
Joe Schriefer
Company: Agora Financial
Last year they wrote 121 sales letters using the copy boarding method.
Copy boarding is like story boarding, but for copywriting and producing new offers.
2 Big Problems that Stop Copy from Working
1. The Idea - a good copywriter can’t fix a bad idea
2. The Presentation
The Fix - Copy boarding
Anyone can do it.
Agora uses this system to teach their employees copywriting.
Case study #1 - Peter Coyne
$4,600,000 - results from a new hire who wrote the sales copy in just 6 days
Case study #2 - Matt
$10,500,000 - results from his first sales letter written in just 7 days
Case Study #3 - Robert Phillips
“Watch as we show three complete strangers how to instantly generate $127 cash in under
three minutes”
$8,100,000 - he wrote the sales letter in just 2 days
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So… what is it that they teach their copywriters?
It is like Hollywood’s storyboarding process.
They ask which emotion they want to convey, what scene needs to go first… etc. They map it
out first.
Get your big idea → then map it out.
To see a live video of me walking you through the process of copy boarding - watch this
Facebook Live I did explaining the process: http://www.timreallylikes.com/copyboardingvideo
Skip to 2:50 in the video to start watching the process and understand this was a free and
informal video, so my teaching style matches that.
5 Steps to Storyboarding
Step #1 - Your Pitch
Your 60-second elevator pitch
Step #2 - The Objections
Put each objection on a post it note.
Step #3 - The Organization
Example: don’t address cost first
Headline - objections - offer
Organize the objections in a logical format so that you take the biggest (widest) objections are at
the top, and the more specific ones are at the bottom of the sales process.
Step #4 - Write Benefit Driven Subheadline
Write Subheads to overcome each objection.
Example Objection “Who Is Todd Brown and Why Should I Listen To Him?”
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Benefit Driven Subheadline “The Insider Funnel Maker Who Your Guru Secretly Goes To For
Help …”
Step #5 - The “Fill In”
Fill in all the missing parts and pieces of your salesletter once you have your objections laid out
and organized correctly.
To see my live demo of this process, watch this video (skip to 2:50 in):
http://www.timreallylikes.com/copyboardingvideo
MFA Demo: Social Experiment
We created a storyboard for Podcast Factory during their session.
Their Goal: Help existing business reach more customers via podcasts
“If you want to be a thought leader, we do that by taking the work off your plate. You come in
and speak, drop the mic and we do the rest.”
Product: Super Fan Corral - $2k initial… $500 a month
(The audience called out objections which were written on giant post it notes. Then we
arranging them in the best order for the sales letter - you can see the order by the number (8 for
example) next to the objection)
Objection 1: Who are you? Why should I trust you? (1)
Objection 2: What if I’m a very poor speaker? (8)
Objection 3: How much technology do I need? (4)
Objection 4: How can I make back my $2,000 I spend with you? (11)
Objection 5: How much time is this going to take? (5)
Objection 6: How do I come up with the ideas for my podcasts (9)
Objection 7: My market is crowded - how will I stand out? (DELETE)
Objection 8: Will it work in other languages? (DELETE)
Objection 9: What is a podcast and why should I do it? (2)
Objection 10: Does my video translate to audio? (DELETE)
Objection 11: How much money can I make? (9)
Objection 12: How do I find guests? (7)
Objection 13: What if I don’t have an audience? (6)
Objection 14: What happens after I buy? (12)
Objection 15: Why pay you when I can learn this for free? (10)
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Objection 16: How do I track listener response? (DELETE)
Objection 17: Will it work for me? (3)
Once we had the 17 objections, we put them in the best order for the sales letter. We also
deleted three of them.
Once you arrange the objections, you write a benefit-driven subhead for each of the objections.
This should all fit on a single page when you’re finished.
Then you fill in between each subhead to build out credibility, proof, bullets, benefits, etc.
Features vs Benefits
If you describe something (red car for example) that is a feature
If you can describe the end result you get from something (ladies love guys who drive red cars)
that is a benefit
Q: Results of split testing long-form sales letter vs video sales letter?
A: In 2011, When we put an idea into a VSL, we had a 6x response. Now the result is about the
same, unless you have good talent.
Q: Do you have a strategy for mobile traffic?
A: No, we would love to hear your ideas.
Q: Can you talk about your free book offers?
A: Free + shipping works in a lot of markets. Free + $4.95 shipping for a book + sample
newsletter are working well. $99/year newsletter.
We get a 7x better response when we bundle a subscription trial with a free offer than offering
the newsletter on the front end for $49.
At the end of the 30-day trial, the customer is charged for the paid newsletter. We will pay up to
$100 to acquire a $4.95 book buyer.
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Q: How does design affect conversion - plain vs design?
A: We roll every sales letter out in plain html. If it converts well, we start testing iHTML design a little fancier.
Q: Do you see bigger conversion if you have good talent throughout? Or just talent intro
and then VSL?
A: We’ve seen success with both. It depends on the talent and if they audience recognizes
them. If they know them, they can just do the first 2 minutes.
Q: Why don’t you do continuity?
A: We do, but it’s annually, not monthly.
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6 Steps to Publishing Success
Barry Spilchuk
Book: Publish a Book and Grow Rich
Book: Cancer Dance
Barry wrote Cancer Dance to help afford cancer treatment and pay bills those two years.
1st Rule of Success - Show Up
2nd Rule of Success - Show up… where people can help you.
3rd Rule of Success - ASK
Opportunity - Barry was Jack Canfield’s apprentice for 4 years
He realized a dream of teaching on the stage for Jack Canfield by asking if he could.
Once he got that opportunity, he asked himself, “How do I show up for these people?”
He decided to write another book - and have it ready for the conference in 26 days.
What are the first 6 letters of authority? - AUTHOR
1994 - his first book: The Magic of Masterminding - “Quantum Leap” your effectiveness
His why are his children and his granddaughter.
Ask yourself, “What’s MY Why?”
If you don’t have a why, you’re not going to do anything.
Tell yourself, “I have something to say!!!”
The sheep know the sound of their shepherd’s voice.
You have to say your message - so the right people can hear it.
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If you’re shy… a book can do that for you.
Gerry Robert - The Millionaire Mindset
Gerry’s Story
1 question - 2 statements from a publisher
●
What’s the most amount of money
you’ve ever made in a year? ($100k)
●
That’s garbage.
●
You’re a jerk.
The next year, Gerry made $100k a
MONTH.
Now he is making a million dollars a year.
Everything he does is based on a book,
The Secret.
Gerry is the marketer behind The Secret.
Use Your Book as a Marketing Tool
Publish it yourself.
Give it away to brand yourself.
Gerry’s books paid $35,000 in royalties, but he’s also getting paid for seminars, etc.
Smart Questions:
How can I sell more books?
Gerry packaged Chicken Soup in a Can in an actual can… and sold 50,000 books.
Marketing - the process of creating want and selling something
If you interview and report on 10 experts, you’ll be considered the 11th expert.
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6 Steps to Publishing Success
What is the primary objective for your book? (wiifm)
1. Write the right content.
2. Have the right cover.
3. Capture leads.
4. Use it to boost sales.
5. Use it to get free publicity.
6. Get others to pay for everything to their benefit.
“It’s not how many books I sell: it’s how my book sells me.”
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$3.3 Million Dollar Launch Revealed
Ryan Levesque
Buzzfeed receives 180 million unique visitors a month (number of adults in the U.S.)
Buzzfeed infographic - 3-word phrases w/ most Facebook shares in Buzzfeed article titles

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Character you are (what Disney character, Star Wars character)
(x) things only
Before you die
Is this the
You probably didn’t

Which character are you quizzes - there are no losers
It’s Buzzfeed’s go-to move - it works every single time.
I don’t know about you, but I like things that work every single time.
Why does it work every time? And how can you use it in your business?
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Book: Ask - Ryan Levesque
How to use surveys, quizzes and assessments to find out what your customers want, and how
to segment them into buckets
Ryan makes 5-10% royalties which has earned him millions.
It all started 4 years ago around the time Ryan’s first son was
born.
Ryan began losing weight and went into the hospital.
He applied for life insurance, and was denied.
The person on the call said to sit down and as he read him his
results.
Ryan Googled the numbers and saw that they indicated kidney
failure.

His doctor said, “You should be in a coma right now. You need surgery immediately.
He was diagnosed with diabetic ketosis, kidney / renal failure
Spent his time in ICU reflecting on what he wanted from life.
He decided he wanted to impact the lives of millions of people.
He decided to write the book, Ask.
The human mind wants to categorize things.
Ryan’s son first learned, “Cat!” and thought everything was a cat.
Then he learned some animals were dogs. Then he learned there were different types of cats
and dogs. (lion, tiger)
Our minds are made to put things into categories. We don’t do well when something doesn’t fall
into a bucket.
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Bear is a mammal.
Duck is a bird.
Platypus is a _______?
We want it to fit into a category.
Our brains don’t think in terms of spectrums. We think in terms of buckets.
Not just objects.
We put ourselves into buckets also.
If we don’t fit into a bucket, we experience discomfort.
At family BBQ, “What do you do?”
That is why the “character are you” quiz is so successful.
There are riches in niches.
What happens when niching down is not enough?
What in your product can help different types of people?
Example: Ask Method Masterclass
Teaching online entrepreneurs to grow their business with quizzes
March 2016 - $962,000
The problem…?
Why didn’t you buy?
4 groups of people said, it didn’t feel like it was right for me.
A. Choose Market (beginners)
B. Build List (no list)
C. Scale Business (want to go from 6 to 7 figures)
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D. Get Clients (agencies)
He thought about creating 4 brand new funnels for the four buckets.
Then he thought about the 80 / 20 principle - small hinges swing big doors.
July 2016 Re-launch
3 customizations that took the launch from under a million to $3,300,000
All begins with this…
Determining which bucket someone falls into
Control landing page - specificity, no form, one button, big promise, simple (addition by
subtraction)
4 Elements of the Landing Page
1.
2.
3.
4.

Background image
Headline
Button Copy
Logo / Privacy Policy

Step 1 of 2: What level are YOU at in your online business?
4 choices - radio buttons
Then the page asking for the email address
Adding the extra question made conversion rates go UP.
The Secret…
Micro-Commitments
Customize 3 things based on segmentation.
1. The Frame (the first thing they see after optin - video, email, etc) The first thing you want
to do is demonstrate understanding and empathy for the situation that bucket is in.
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Second, over the next couple of weeks, I want you to look for pieces of information we
cover that can specifically help you.
2. Case Studies - Don’t use case studies that will “unsell” your prospects. (TripAdvisor
review for backpacking adventurer when you want a romantic getaway) Your case
studies should match your buckets. First thing you do, introduce best case study for that
bucket. Second, follow up with the “avalanche of case studies.”
3. Bonuses - Headline, video, call to action button. Should overcome the #1 objection of
that bucket. “This is not on the main sales page. It’s something extra for people like you.”
Then give them all four extra bonuses.
The result?
July 2016 - $3.3 million
Their conversion rate more than doubled
It all goes back to … “character are you?”
The Power of Self-Discovery
Everyone’s favorite subject - Me, Myself and I
48 million people have taken the “True Age” quiz
“What bucket am I in?”
“Knowing my bucket, what should I do next?”
Biggest Takeaway
Buckets are the future of online marketing… and the future is already here.
Q: On the landing page… You use “I” language and an image of Austin… Why?
A: Split testing found that taking my image off the landing page upped conversion. “I”
language… ad networks let you tell what you did. Not promise what others will do. Gestalt speak from personal experience - not as a giver of advice
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Q: How do you determine segmentation questions?
A: Deep-dive survey: Ask a single, open-ended question in a survey to your list. What’s your
biggest challenge right now?
Q: How do you determine where to advertise? (Google Display Network, Facebook,
YouTube, etc)
A: Our #1 ad network is Facebook. Once you choose one, go deep.
Q: How do you customize the auto-responder series?
A: We only customized the bare minimum, email 1, case study email, bonus email - beyond that
you can customize the subject lines.
Q: What’s the impact of adding first name in email capture and using it
A: Adding “name” field suppresses responses greatly. We don’t do it.
Example Quiz:
What’s Your Weight Loss Type?
Find out in under 30 seconds.
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The Astonishing Prospect Awareness Cycle
Lawton Chiles
Please don’t use a stopwatch when persuading your audience to make a decision.
Marketers often feel insecure, like others are doing better, and that we need to get our sales
right away.
The truth is that you need to be in business for the long haul.
Take the time you need to set things up right.
Today we’re going to talk about how to reach the unaware audience. These are the toughest
folks to sell to since they have zero awareness that they have a problem or that you are a
possible solution provider.
Don’t assume in the selling
environment that people are aware
of the problem or the solution.
Problem aware are the prospects
who are aware of their need for a
solution, but are not aware of the
solutions that exist for them.
Solution aware are the prospects
who are aware of their need for a
solution, aware of the solutions,
but don’t necessarily know your
product is one of the solutions.
Product aware know about your
product, but aren’t sure it’s right for
them.
Most marketers start pitching to
the solution / product aware
audiences.
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The most aware audience is aware of problem, solution, you, and your product. They are just
interested in the best deal being offered.
This list of most aware is most responsive, but also the smallest type of prospect to go after.
Live email walkthrough example
Goal: Sell a $1450 copy course to people who don’t know what copywriting is
Bad Example: Conversion Corner Delivers the Most Essential pieces of a Sales Message You’ll
Likely Ever Need for any Project or Client
Good Example: It’s Just 454 Words. But This Letter Saved America (Cuban Missile Crisis letter
that kept us out of nuclear war)

Could 5 Paragraphs Save Humanity?
“Words are powerful.”
“Could you write a simple letter like you
see above?”
“If you can write a simple letter like this,
then good fortunes are almost certainly at
your doorstep.”
Work with what you know.
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Problem with 9-to-5… image of
increasing commute time.
These letters could be your ticket out
of the rat race…
More on that tomorrow.
The verdict is in… (don’t do a job you
don’t want to do)
Sales letter broken into smaller
pieces to be sent via email.
Companies in health and wellness
are looking for these little letter writers… paying out upwards of $25k for a ten-page letter.
Financial and relationship markets are also looking for a few of these little letter writers.
But only a few people know how to do it and do it fast… more on that in a little bit.
These people are called copywriters… (education)
You can work when you want and where you want… you can’t put a price tag on that, now can
you?
The right way (much faster) and the wrong way to become a 6-figure copywriter
Solution aware
You don’t need a traditional college degree or even a high school degree…
No bosses…
No upfront costs…
What’s the best way to get started getting clients… and the expertise needed?
Use Blind Bullets
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What you should put on all your sales materials even if no one knows who you are
7 ways to _____
15-20 blind bullets
Then the pitch for the product (which is where most people start)
If you start with unaware prospects, you can reach a bigger audience from the beginning, be
seen as a trusted advisor or expect and become the go-to source for more knowledge and
information going forward.
Don’t be boring in your marketing or the way that you attract new prospects.
Use the back door (education and infotainment) to rewire their brain before you introduce the
problem and your solution to their problem
Make sure they read each email before they see the one before. If they haven’t opened one,
send the same email again with new subject line to unopens.
Email 1 - It’s Just 454 Words. But This Letter Saved America
Email 2 - Did 5 Paragraphs Save Humanity
Email 3 - Could you write a simple letter like you see here?
Email 4 - How to Write these tiny letters
Email 5 - Verdict - Your financial freedom is in dire peril
Email 6 - $2.3 trillion dollar industry
Email 7 - paying upwards of $25,000 for a 10-page letter
Email 8 - You can work where you want, when you want
Email 9 - The wrong way to become a six-figure copywriter
Email 10 - The BEST way to snag lucrative clients
Email 11 - A 2.3 trillion dollar industry
Email 12 - how to never get turned down on price
Email 13 - Get your year booked solid… in 60 days
Email 14 - Experience and how to get it
Email 15 - About those raw materials...
Email 16 - Introducing Conversion Corner
Email 17 - the $30,000 BTTF Template Explained
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Some more examples:
“You’ll Never Believe What We Found Buried Inside Donald Trump’s 2014 Financial Statement”
1. Wrap message in curiosity - great promise or dire warning
2. State that they are unaware
3. Begin with a fact everyone knows or most believe
Examples:
● Most Americans aren’t aware of this…
● Canada’s New GOld Mine - Can Americans Cash in?
● You don’t need to be a VIP for this to work for you.
● 5 Hidden Dangers of Your Morning Shower
Resources For Email Copy Ideas & Headlines:
App.buzzsumo.com
Digg.com
Aol.com
Vanityfair.com
Wired.com
Popurls.com
Nationalenquierer.com
Readersdigest.com

Q: How do you scale the number of emails up or down?
A: You can make it 10-12 for this type of sequence (unaware) - over 20 emails would be better
as a webinar
Unaware → Unaware → Unaware → Problem → Problem → Solution → Solution → Product →
Product
Q: If people don’t open the first email, could you try a new angle for the beginning?
A: Option 1: Just send all the emails anyway. Option 2: Try to get them to open first email. If
they don’t, put them in a different campaign.
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Q: How do you break up emails for people at different points in viewing the VSL?
A: If they didn’t watch the video, put them in the unaware sequence to remind them - rub salt in
the wound of the problem
Q: Can you do this through Facebook ads… educate through advertorial
A: Yes, you could do a few paragraphs and then get the email.
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The Hidden Marketing Funnel Message Structure
That’s Made Me Millions
Todd Brown
How to design a funnel that converts
It’s all about Marketing - NOT Selling!
What is the difference between the two?
Selling is all about the product - features, benefits, company… all about you and your product /
offer.
Marketing is all about the prospect - needs, desires, fears, transformations, obstacles
The job of marketing is to make selling superfluous.
Get to the point where you don’t need to sell. The prospect’s desire for transformation turns into
demand for your product - even if they didn’t know about it in the beginning, before we introduce
the product.
Leverage their existing desire for change and transformation by marketing and presenting a
superior and irresistible offer.
If you rely on scarcity to get people to buy, you have weak marketing.
In the past, the direct response masters had one shot to make the sale. They didn’t have the
internet and the tools we have today. They had to do selling in a single shot, they couldn’t drip
feed the sales process or use different modalities (video, audio, written word) to capture and
convert prospects.
4 Key Message Elements (Structure of the Funnel)
1.
2.
3.
4.

The Big Idea
The Lead (The first 500 to 800 words of your sales message)
The Marketing Argument (Making logical and emotional arguments at the same time)
The Offer
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The way Todd views every funnel: 75% marketing - 25% selling
The product / offer is only introduced into the last 25%. The first 75% is spent building up the
desire / demand for the solution.
Jeff Walker sold Product Launch Formula in 4 videos. Three of those videos are pure education
and you don’t see the offer until the last video.
When the prospect reaches the last video (25%), they are grateful for the solution to their
problem.
Analogy: When Todd sits down to create a funnel, he pictures himself as a prosecutor who has
to create an emotional, logical, rock-solid, air-tight argument to win over the prospect.
8 Lead Themes
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Offer (buy 3, get 1 free)
Invitation
Promise (big, credible)
Problem-Solution (dominant emotion)
Secret System
Intrigue
Proclamation
Story (opposite offer lead)

Lead Objective (first 500-800 words of your message)
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●

Make the “emotional sale”
Hook them in before getting to it (Setting the hook)
Primary promise should be presented within three-finger widths from the start of the
body copy. Give the most-important, most-impactful, most-meaningful benefit - the
“BEST” reason for responding - the primary spot.
Develop credibility (listen to me)
Establish trust
Convey urgency (delay is the death of the sale)
Give reasons to believe (proof - anything you say, they won’t believe unless you prove it)
Open Loops (I’m going to give you ____, but first…) tease content that’s coming
Avoid vague or unsubstantiated claims and all hype - Specifics sell - Don’t ever claim
you can’t back up with proof - only make your claims as big as your proof
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Marketing Funnel Engineering Grid

Prospect Awareness Levels
●
●
●
●
●

Most Aware - knows, likes, trusts you, wants to buy from you
Product Aware - knows he wants a chiropractor, looking for the right one
Solution Aware - debating which solution to use to solve back pain
Problem Aware - wants to solve back pain, but doesn’t know solutions
Unaware - has back pain, but doesn’t know there is a solution

All markets have people at all levels.
You need to know which section you are targeting in your funnel message.
50% off coupon - appropriate for product aware level, but not for customers who are unaware.
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An offer lead is appropriate for the most aware.
A story lead is appropriate for the unaware.
Most aware can have a short funnel while unaware need a longer funnel because there are
more steps to bring them through.
A marketing funnel made for one level will also be effective for every level above it. (If you
create an unaware marketing funnel, you can also use it on every level above that)
So why not just create an “unaware” marketing funnel?
Because they higher you go, the easier it is to make a sell and most people want easy. (most
aware market)
The biggest opportunity for new growth and customers is unaware - the largest group.
ConversionFly.com - tracking, reporting and optimization tool
Marketing for Conversion Fly didn’t start off talking about tracking - why?
That’s all higher level stuff that only the most aware prospects would understand.
Instead, Todd wanted to sell it to unaware marketers who didn’t know they needed a tracking
tool yet, let alone know about ConversionFly.
So he talked about what is means to be a mathematical marketer - making decisions based on
numbers and not hunches. By doing this he started broadly with the message targeted to the
unaware prospects.
He talked about marketing using psychology, communication and arithmetic in simple, common,
everyday language that anyone could understand.
The goal was to have prospects tell themselves, “Maybe that’s why I can’t scale my traffic - I’m
not having success - etc.”
He told his prospects, “You don’t have these numbers because you don’t know how to collect
them. You don’t have to do it manually but there is software that can help.
What’s the best software?
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It should meet these 5 criteria. (list of 5 things his software does that they need)
That’s why we created ConversionFly …
I know that was a lot to take in but think about it like this.
He took an unaware prospect from unaware they had a problem (traffic can’t scale) to not only
pointing out the problem, but then telling them about software that can help (in a generic sense).
Then he went even deeper by giving them the criteria they need to select the perfect software,
and then finally exposing them to the perfect solution - ConversionFly
Unaware - running traffic
Problem Aware - wants to scale traffic, but doesn’t know solutions
Solution Aware - sees that software can help them track and scale up traffic sources
Product Aware - knows they want software to help them, looking for the right one
Most Aware - knows, likes, trusts you, wants to buy that software from you
The Marketing Funnel Thesis
What is the one overarching belief that your prospects need to have before you make the offer?
Ask yourself, “What they need to believe to buy?”
Example: The most efficient way for pizza shop owners to get new customers is with a specific
method of Facebook advertising.
The marketing funnel thesis must be established by the end of the 75% mark.
Everything you do during the marketing part of the funnel is for one purpose - to get buy in of
the marketing funnel thesis.
If there is a paragraph in your marketing material that doesn’t do that…. It’s gone.
Don’t educate them for the sake of educating them to show them how much you know.
Educate strategically if it establishes the thesis.
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The Thesis Solution
This is the kind of tracking tool you want - buy into this solution. If they buy into this, the sale is
made before you even show the product.
Then you offer the solution packaged.
Thesis Sub-Beliefs
Start by asking, what do they need to believe to buy?
It’s usually that the unique mechanism you have that will give them the outcome they want.
What would you do if asked to write a thesis paper / essay convincing that the Mediterranean
diet + Vegetarian diet is the best for cardiovascular health?
You need to establish sub-beliefs - other diets aren’t the best, you can improve cardiovascular
health, etc.
Pizzeria Facebook Advertising Course Example:
●
●
●
●
●
●

They need to believe that the internet is a viable medium for a restaurant to get new
customers.
They need to believe their local people are online and responding to restaurant ads.
They need to believe their local people are accessible to them.
They need to believe that paid traffic is better than free traffic.
They need to believe that Facebook traffic is better than Google traffic.
They need to believe they can get started easily with a low budget, no webmaster.

If you don’t overcome objections, they will bail and not buy from you.
Belief of the sub beliefs lead to belief of the thesis.
You can do this with 123 C-P-B Chunks.
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Claim → Proof → Benefit
Back up every claim you make with proof of the result and show the benefit of use / ownership.
This is how Todd approaches every funnel.
Dimensionalized Benefits (Clayton Makepeace - copywriter)
What does that mean? That means you have to paint a picture of what that benefit looks like in
the life of the prospect.
Show, not tell.
You are the director of the movie you are creating in the mind of your prospects.
Functional, dimensional, emotional
“Next time you’re at a social event, you’ll feel like you are the center of attention.”
This is how you create a homerun funnel.
Paint the picture.
Provide contrast.
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Before ---> After
Sad ---> Happy
Pain ---> Relief
Typical marketer ---> Mathematical Marketer
Contrast is what makes something stand out.
Show transformation.
Show how your product will take them from there… to here.
Contrast makes your solution POP - it makes it valuable.
Consequence Amplification
The consequences of not acting today… need to stand out.
Avoidance of consequence is more effective than the acquisition of pleasure.
What’s the consequence if they don’t do this right now?
As a marketer, you are always providing a solution to a problem.
The more you amplify consequences of not taking action, the more valuable your solution
becomes.
Superior and Irresistible Offer
Selling the offer, not the product or service. The product or service is just one part of the offer.
Superior - to every other competitors’ offer (anyone who offers them a solution)
Chiropractor - competitors are other chiropractors, massage therapists, doctors, inversion table
sellers, etc.
Irresistible - should make prospect say .. Why wouldn’t I do this?
Focus on crafting killer offers.
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6 Offer Elements
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Deliverables
Price (trivialized - cup of coffee)
Terms (payment plans - soft offer better than hard offer)
Premiums / Bonuses (relevant - address objections / fill gaps)
Risk-reversal (money back guarantee / or bolder)
Reason to respond now (Urgency + Scarcity)

Countdown timer is not scarcity, its urgency.
Scarcity is a bonus for the first 5 people.
Ideally, you will have both when creating an offer.
Offer something that could disappear at any time.
Focus on the TRANSFORMATION the offer brings!
The value of the offer is in the transformation.
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The NEW Marketing Funnel Model - Unknown to
Average Marketers - That Brings You Continuity
Buyers and New Customers
Todd Brown
Today we are going to learn about a new funnel that has not been released widely yet, with the
goal is that you will implement this type of funnel in your own business.
The thing I love about this funnel is that you can use other people’s knowledge, name, and
credibility and piggyback off of it for your own success.
You can also use the content others create to create your own products as well.
Borrowed Book Funnel
Todd first saw the idea of the borrowed book funnel in magazine inserts in NewsMax.
Example: America The Beautiful - Discover What Made This Nation Great
Get Dr. Ben Carson’s Book FREE with this Special Offer!
Example: Save Your Brain from Devastating Memory Loss - and Deadly Alzheimer’s
Get Dr. Amen’s Best-Selling Book FREE!
Get the book free + shipping… and you get a trial subscription to NewsMax before billing sets
in.
#1 Health Book Reveals Amazing Diet Belly - $4.95 plus you get the trial offer to NewsMax.
NewsMax is leveraging someone else’s authority and value to get new people into their
continuity problem.
Selling a continuity program on the front end is often difficult and has low conversions.
It does better with a bundle of things (bonuses) as a trial subscription offer that they can cancel
at anytime.
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Borrowed Book Funnel Keys
The whole ideas was, “What book can I offer to the marketplace to put people into a new
continuity program?”
I wanted to do this in a different way than people in the marketing space had seen before.
●
●

●
●

●
●
●

New book (preferable - natural excitement, leverage buzz, when author’s release a
book, they are more likely to do an interview / promotion with you)
Alignment of content (something that will appeal to your audience, one purpose of the
Front End is maximum customer acquisition at a reasonable cost - even just break even,
there’s no value in bringing in new customer who is not interested in what you do)
Compelling content (allows you to do good marketing, content you can be passionate
about)
Fulfillment cheaper than Amazon (if Amazon is selling the book for $12, and you do free
plus $10 shipping, it won’t work. Your shipping & handling cost must be significantly
lower than just buying it on Amazon)
Extra compelling component not available elsewhere (extra bonus chapter, interview
with author, toolkit, cheat sheets, etc so they will get from you and not Amazon)
Extended “unofficial” crash course Bump Offer (check box on order form)
Congruent, compelling upsell offers (2)

Example:
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Todd got in touch with Robert Cialdini’s office and told him
he wanted to introduce his new book Pre-suasion to his
entire tribe / list.
He said he wanted to get the author on the phone for an
hour-long interview with the questions Todd wanted to ask,
not the stock questions most interviewers ask.
He got the book, read it ahead of time so he would know
what to ask the author. As he read the book, he took 18
pages of notes. He made those notes part of the bundle
offer he made to buy the book through him along with a
subscription trial to his new continuity program.
He wanted to make the bonus bundle so good, that people
who already bought the book would still want it.

funnel?”

He asked specific question his market would be interested
in like “how can you add pre-suasion to a marketing

If you can do that, it’s great! If you can’t get the author on a call, you can add on something
different like a cheat sheet, etc.
Below book, place a simple video sales letter.
VSL Breakdown

Establish author authority and
credibility (I believe this is going to become
the go-to book for marketers. If you ask any
marketer there top ten books, one of them
is going to be from Dr. Cialdini

Establish the value of the book
○
Bulleted benefits (you’ll learn this on
page 49, you’ll learn… so benefit…)
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●

Establish the value of the extra add-ons
○ Bulleted benefits of the addons (You have to have the extras so people don’t go
to Amazon to buy it, “grilled author for an hour, you’ll hear us talk about this…
benefit… this… benefit) stack on the appeal

●

Establish the value of the subscription (Conversion Snaps - print newsletter - $49)
○ Tiny conversion hacks you can use with your current marketing, “Turns All of
Your Marketing Funnels into Grand-Slam Home Runs”
○ Print newsletter with companion video
○ Free Bonus - Book: Top 5 Conversion Snaps We Use
○ Bulleted benefits

●

Then present the stack value.. So what you get today… book, notes so you can..., call
where you get…., newsletter so you have…” You get everything for free… just pay
shipping and handling. If you want to continue with the subscription…

●

Call to Action

When you study marketing that you know is working, don’t pay attention to the tactics, pay
attention to the strategies.
Tactics change. Strategies stay the same. A book on Facebook advertising has tactics and will
change. Books of marketing strategies are always applicable.
Example: Seeing that MFA put Facebook comments below a video, a new marketer decides to
put the Facebook comment widget below his video also. MFA did it to get social proof
(Strategy). The new marketer gets negative social proof because they only have a few
comments (Tactic). They used the same tactic, but not the same strategy behind it.
Example: Doodle videos used to be a pattern interrupt. Now that so many people are doing it,
it’s not so much of a pattern interrupt. The tactic of doodle videos is less effective, but the
strategy of using a pattern interrupt is still effective.
The difference between the pro and beginner marketer is not the strategies used. The difference
is in the tactical application. The pro is always looking for new applications. The beginner just
swipes the same tactic others are using.
Sometimes Todd will come up offers, and the team will say it will be a nightmare to fulfill. He
says, don’t let operations dictate marketing. Figure out a way to get it done.
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Don’t say, “My autoresponder doesn’t do that.” Switch autoresponders. Don’t plan your
marketing around your technology.
Your marketing is your lifeblood. Everything else works around it.
You can’t compare your backstage to other people’s front stage. You can’t compare what you
know is really going on in your company to someone posting on Facebook, “Killing it!” 9/10 of
those people are struggling too.
Bundle Order Form

Button to get free trial
Button to skip trial to his newsletter and get the subscription 25% off by paying for a year in full.
This is known as a slack adjuster, not many people will take him up on it BUT any additional
dollars help pay for more traffic.
Bump 2.0 Offer
Want the “Unofficial Pre-Suasion Video Crash Course Bundle” Also?
Normally $199 - Right Now: JUST $29
Coupon box - button: Yes, I will Take It!
One Time Offer: description
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Todd has decided to ALWAYS add a bump offer to his funnels.
The take rate has been 50% or higher every time he’s tried it.
The extra money from the bump offer allows you to advertise more to get more people into the
funnel.
What bump offer will appeal to the market and work the best?
When the team says, That’s crazy to include!” That’s when I know I’ve reached the point.
He’s not looking to put together a reasonable offer. He wants an offer that makes people say,
Why wouldn’t I get that?
Button - Complete My Checkout
** Here’s something not even the people attending heard from Todd. After his presentation
I went up to him and I asked how he created all of his bonus materials along with the bump offer
- an hour long video - for this offer.
What Todd did was he first read the book, highlighted important information and took actual
notes as well. Then he put his notes into a PDF, created a few cheat sheets as well along with
the 1 hour interview he did with the author.
When that was done, he then created a simple video training (you can use PowerPoint or a
mind mapping software) to take his big takeaways, notes, and anything else he needed to
create the video offer for $29.
Stop and think about that for a second. This entire funnel, 100% of the content is borrowed from
the author. From it, Todd created his own report and product that he then can sell to new
customers once they enter the funnel.
That additional money, helps buy more traffic, build an even bigger list, and then Todd can sell
those people related content from the author (live workshops, etc) or from similar authors /
topics.
None of which he had to create with 100% original thought or his own content.
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The Funnel Expenses
Whenever Todd does projections, he uses the worst conversion numbers possible, not best
case scenario numbers.
For example, if you have a book that costs you $18, and want to make a $2.00 profit with a free
plus shipping offer… and have no funnel, It’s not going to happen.
You can’t count on $0.20 clicks, 65% optin, 15% buy, etc. to make a funnel work
Make projections on poor numbers.
What are worst numbers? Look at what you average on clicks, optins, buy rate… and lower
those numbers by 25%.
That gives you numbers to work with when planning a funnel.
●
●
●
●

Book fulfillment - $15
Conversion Snaps Fulfillment - $6
Customer Acquisition Cost - $66 (3% conversion on full-cost offer)
Total cost per customer - $87

For a free + shipping offer
Funnel Collections
●
●
●
●

Main Offer ($14 s/h)
Order Form Bump ($19)
Upsell #1 - ($97)
Upsell #2 ($197)

Front-end Projections
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Main Offer ($14)
Order Form Bump (40% - $11.60)
Upsell #1: 25% ($24.25)
Up 2 15% ($29.85)
Average Cart Value ($87)
Total Cost per Customer: $87
Average Cart Value: $79.70
Net Front-End Profit Per Customer - (-$7.30)
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That means they are willing to go in the hole $8 to get a new customer because they know their
numbers and what they plan on offering in the funnel to make a profit 30, 60, 90 days from now.
3 Ways to Look at Customer Acquisition
1. Mom and Pop - purpose of every transaction is to make a profit (no FE / BE)
2. Maximum Customers at a Reasonable Cost (Breakeven on the FE) - that means you’re
getting customers for free - your bank account is no worse off than it was before - the ad
money spent is an investment
3. Most aggressive - you go negative on the FE to get a customer - if they FE cart value is
$80, you’re willing to spend $90 to get that customer
When it comes to traffic, Todd thinks like an investor. His appreciating assets are the
customers.
He will pay $87 for an asset that immediately brings back $79.70 immediately. That’s a good
investment. He knows that asset will be worth more to him week by week and when that
investment starts to provide a positive return.
How much he’s will to invest is based on two things.
1. How much is he going to get back over time?
2. How much cash flow does he have?
Would you pay $1,000 if you know you’re getting back $3,000 in 60 days?
You need to know your numbers (LCV - lifetime customer value) and how much money you
have on hand to spend.
Todd’s average customer value is in the thousands.
Back End Projections
Buyers: 100
Out of Pocket: $730
Stick Rate: 30%
Month #1 Billing: 30 ($1,470)
We acquire 100 new customers and get paid $740 to do it - in 15 days.
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When you talk to publisher / author and are trying to get them to agree to an interview, “You all
would be okay with us ordering 1,000 at a time, right?”
Your numbers will be better if you can get a book for a lower cost.
Free + Shipping offer should convert better than the 3% of full-offers.
Thought Process on Upsells
Todd doesn’t believe in the typical 3-time the price of the front end upsell. (FE $100 / BE $300)
That doesn’t happen anywhere else. You buy an iPad… they don’t ask if you want to add an
iMac. They ask if you want a case, charger, etc. They offer added value at a fraction of the
price.
He does an add-on that is 60-80% of the FE price. It is something to make results easier,
faster… or what they need next.
Selling a website? The next offer is traffic - next offer is conversions
You have everything you need for your website. That’s exciting. The next thing you need is
traffic, which is why we have….

If you want to see this funnel in action – simply click
the banner below inside of this PDF
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How I Turn Down Millions In Business Every Year &
Still Win “The Ring”
Eddie Coleman
Eddie went from not knowing how to pay his electric bill… to bringing in millions of dollars each
year working with specialized dentist.
●
●
●
●
●

The Disconnect
The Reality
The Cognitive Path
My Journey
MFA Journey

The internet marketing community may seem to be rather disconnected at times but really we’re
a big community that can come together in times of need. When Eddie’s sister was diagnosed
with stage 4 cancer, the IM community jumped in to help the family financially.
His Journey
He did a lot of consulting for big companies. He did radio ads for local companies.
He invented the concept of a buffered review - that a review could be reviewed before
published.
He got the idea to offer an SaaS review system to local businesses.
Then he gathered the team and built the system, but the had trouble selling it to companies.
Then he was advised to offer exclusivity so that only one dentist / orthodontist in each city could
use the system. That’s when he found success
The next piece of advice he got was to offer more to his tribe. His tribe would rather buy from
him than someone else.
Accept the Ungifts
You are good at some things, and not good at some things. That’s why you need a team to
create the things you suck at.
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Team, Team, Team
If you are going to grow, you need a team.
Outsourcing is great, but having a team is critical.
You need a team that helps you stay focused.
Got SaaS?
Build an Equity Based Dev Team
People Who Get You = Creative Freedom
Hire a Graphics Team FAST
(Forced Blank Canvas Creativity)
Paying them (the graphics team) thousands each month forced him to give them something to
do and keep the creativity flowing.
You’ll see your creativity / creation process grow.
You don’t get it until you can teach it…
Until you can teach something to your tribe, you don’t fully get it yourself.
Industry Segment Elevation Secrets
When you pick a local market to serve, pick guys who create stuff. Guys who have a sense of
helping other people.
Decide…. What are you really offering?
Know Your Real Product
Selling Your Audience vs. Helping Them Sell Theirs
Relationship Priorities
I’m Far Better at Helping Our Tribe Sell Their Offer than Selling Them Mine
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Partners vs Customers
If you work with local businesses, they are your partners… not your customers.
Purpose → Process → Payoff
Picking a Team vs. Selling Crap
Don’t Sell Bats to Every Kid on the Playground
He offers exclusivity to orthodontists / dentists in their area.
He has turned down thousands of people because he is already helping someone in that area.
That exclusivity allows him to work with only a few select clients, and charge much higher
prices.
The Secret Decoder Ring (your target market language)
He did the work, learned his market and what they needed the most and then earned their
respect and got the “ring”.
Get Industry Immersed
Learn the language, meet people and see how the profitize their business, go to their
associations, what are their problems, what is an ideal customer, know the numbers, know
potential partners, who are the key players
It doesn’t matter what you charge. Someone will complain. The less you charge, the more
people complain. Make the ROI worth it.
Gather Your Industry Insider Team
If you know about their business, they’ll respect you.
You have to care about their struggles they way they do.
Find a “No Charge” Beta Tester and Advisor - pick this guy carefully and share your secrets with
them. If you pick them correctly, they’ll use them, get results, which you can then share with
others just like them.
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Find Your Position within the Industry
MFA Journey
Being in MFA has given him the confidence to do what he does at that level.
Trust = Execution
6-Figure Funnel Formula
Todd wouldn’t let him buy the $700 product because he wasn’t ready.
That’s when he knew he could trust him.
Real Help vs postured Products
Reachability vs Guru Crownage
World Championship UFC Camp vs YMCA’s Wednesday Night Self Defense Course
The One Thing I can Study with Full Anticipation of a Positive Outcome
My MFA Takeaways
Stay Big Picture - Single Positive Focused
Master the Art of Martial Science Marketing
Big Idea - Unique Mechanism
Reverse Unique Mechanism - treatment in the state of resistance - Create the big idea from the
Unique Mechanism
Looking for an association, what’s missing, what’s lost, or what can be added
A few live examples:
Tim Castleman - notes
●
●

Who lives in a castle? Tim Castleman - the King of Notes
Actionable Table of Contents
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●
●

The Best Kept Secret Every Speed Reading Entrepreneur Holds Dear
Join Notetaking Tour 2017 and Study the Notes that Matter Most

Ask Method
What’s Missing from Ask Method…? The concept of silence
Sense of vacuum = fear
Reading: What is happening is an insight as to what will happen
How to Listen your way into Winning any Marketing Argument
Spot Partnership Opportunities
Todd Brown - Levesque Effect
TABLE
Funnel Shredder
Todd = Transforms MUSHY milk toast into cinnamon Toast Crunch
Wolverine
Flex Watches - the Prophet, Brunson
What’s the elephant in the room no one is talking about?
TIME
Charity, watches - running out of time
Living the reality that behind every charitable cause is a literal race against the clock
Supporting your charity in TIME to make a difference that matters.
So….
While crafting a marketing message - I want a funnel and message that is Todd Brown tough
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The Backend Marketing Ascension Process
Teddy Garcia
Teddy Garcia has worked with Rich Schefren, Tony Robbins, and recently started working with
Marketing Funnel Automation to help build their funnels.
Todd and Teddy first started working together in 2008 with Rich Schefren.
Todd created an entire product and funnel in only 24 hours.
Todd is the expert on creating an offer for the funnel while Teddy is the expert on creating the
actual funnels.
The Backend Marketing Ascension Process
●
●
●
●
●

What the backend is and why it’s crucial to your survival
How to set up our backend properly and avoid mistakes
How to track the effectiveness of your backend
The reasons you need to start gathering backend data now
Key action steps to implement immediately

The Freedom Formula
F Find ideal prospects
R Register for something - optin
E Engage them in conversation / material
E Enroll in program
D Deliver what you promise
O Offer more things
M Maintain as a customer for life
The Frontend
●
●

Offers used to convert leads into customers
Requires know, like, trust by your prospects

Typical Front End Offers (under $100)
●

Report
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Book
Free + Shipping
Webinar
Execution Plans
Online Summit
Trial Offers
Mini Course

The goal of the front end - acquire Front End (FE) buyers for free
FREE - Front End
DOM - dominate the marketplace
The Backend
●
●
●
●

Offers made after the initial purchase
Usually higher in price than initial offer
Provides them a full version of initial purchase
Messaging takes into account that this person knows, like, trusts you

Typical Backend Offers
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Training programs
Group or 1-1 coaching
Done-for-you service
Memberships
Tools / Software
Events
Workshops
Continuity
Mastermind
Whitelabel
Certification
Area Exclusive
JV / Partner Offers

Transaction Maximization Offers
Part of the FE offer, upsells and downsells
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Increase speed of results: coaching / software
Done for you version
In-depth version
Preferred modality
“Library” (Jay Abraham Lifetime Reference Library)
Upsell offers - more of the first offer (supplements, etc)
Upsell offers - VIP upgrade
Upsell offers: additional features (Software)
Downsell - lite version of the offer - reduced price or payment terms
Cross Sell - related or complimentary item (conversion fly training)

Why is the Backend Important?
1. Maximizes Customer Lifetime Value
a. Best competitive advantage
b. The more profitable the backend, the more you can invest in acquiring new
customers
2. Gather Priceless Customer Date
a. Gather data about customer wants / actions
b. Gives customers a variety of ways to do business with you
How the Pros Create Profitable Backend Funnels
1. Create a Customer Offer Matrix
a. Identify top 3 customer avatars
b. Determine their pain points
c. Determine offers at each price point
2. Work backwards
Start with highest price offer you want to offer and work backwards towards your lost leader
offers. Then ask what will lead them from offer to offer?
3. Identify the drop off points as you build it forward (did not buy points = new email
sequence)
Did Not Buy Sequence Emails
●
●
●

FAQ / SAQ (frequently / should)
Testimonials (social proof)
Case Studies
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●
●
●
●
●
●

Personal Why (people want to know why you are doing this)
X:XX Time Left (urgency)
Bonus Added or Removed (scarcity)
Payment Plan Added
Last Call
Downsell Offer

When you can outspend your competitors, you win! This happens on the backend.
Common Backend Campaign Tags (InfusionSoft Users)
Infusionsoft (visual campaign builder with reporting)
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Campaign name - started
Campaign name - active (don’t send regular broadcast)
Campaign name - completed (don’t send through again)
Campaign Name - content item clicked
Campaign Name - video x clicked
Campaign Name - video x watched
Campaign Name - offer clicked
Campaign Name - offer abandoned
Campaign Name - offer purchase

Naming conventions are important. Follow a structure by adding campaign name.
4. Decide on degree of personalization.
Example: Sally Hogshead - author of Fascinate, came up with a personality tests that revealed
7 core types (last two trust and alert… get lower cost / more emails) prestage - higher priced
offers
She has a different campaign for each of the 49 personality types and added a survey in the
beginning of the funnel to segment based upon those 7 core type audiences.
5. Map it all out before you build.
●
●
●
●

Pro Tip: Buy a magnetic whiteboard and whiteboard magnets to map out campaigns.
Magnetic business card backing helps make the pieces moveable.
Then transfer to a mind map or flow chart so you can visualize the funnel at a glance.
Itemize all elements on the map into a SmartSheet.
Pages, Copy, Forms, Emails, Images, Videos, PDFs, Downloads
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Important Tips
1. KISS - don’t overcomplicate to start. Good - Better - Best Offers
2. Start with the basics - for every offer, have a sequence to promote it and a sequence to
convert prospects - can start with just 2-3 email per sequence - give a limited time to
claim offers
3. Ready, Fire, Aim - Don’t need all the offers created and sellable before you start (Pro tip:
Get paid to create your additional offers - offer 6-week course)
4. Optimize then scale - get each additional offer working before adding another.
5. Run the Gauntlet: make sure they’re exposed to every offer you have even if they don’t
buy some offers, track what they’ve purchased and which offers they’ve seen
Backend Offer Timing Factors
●
●
●

Time needed to consume majority of 1st purchase
Track average time to 2nd purchase
Lead Scoring - for each offer if possible (MyInfusionHelper.com)

RFM - The Backend Score
●
●
●

Recency - how long since customer made their last purchase?
Frequency - how often does the customer make a purchase?
Monetary - how much money does the customer spend?

Track and group people based on how they score on RFM.
Key Uses
●
●
●

Identify 20% that are spending 80%
Identify customer have spent a lot, but not bought lately
Identify sources of low spend leads

How to Track RFM
1. Export all customers to excel with last purchase date, total number purchases, and total
amount spent
2. Add columns to hold R, F, and M score
3. Sort by last purchase date
4. Assign a score of 1 in recency for top 20%, 2 for 2nd 20%, etc.
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Tips for Infusionsoft Users
●
●
●

Use Graphly
Create custom fields for RFM and use myfusionhelper to update field values on
purchase
Use custom field values in campaigns to segment

What to Look For
1R. 1F. 1M = most valuable customers - money segment
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Invest majority of your time, energy, resources
Send unexpected gifts
Give VIP pricing
Invite them to mastermind
Gather testimonials
Survey to see what else they need
Note average dollar amount at which they stop buying

3R. 3F. 3M. = your typical customer
Note average number of purchases and average purchase amount.
3-5R, 1-2M = valuable, but inactive
●
●

Flash sale
Survey to see what they need

5R, 5F, 5M - least valuable
●
●
●

Analyze lead sources
Survey to find out why they’re not buying more
Test JV offers

Why You Need to Gather and Track this Backend Data Now
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The Automation of Automation Era

AI will map out email / funnel based on customer / prospect actions.
Gartner projects that by 2018, 20% of business content will be authored by machines.
83% marketers say personalization is critical to their company’s success.
Real Time Personalization
4 R’s of RTP
1.
2.
3.
4.

Recognize: user interest based on past behavior
Remember: store information for next time you visit
Recommend: show user products based on what they’ve purchased before (Netflix)
Relevance - keep the content relevant to their interests
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Resources:
Evergage.com - real-time personalization
RetentionScience.com - predictive modeling
RocketFuel.com - dynamic traffic optimization
AutomatedInsights.com - turns data into clear, insightful content
Conversica.com - AI based lead nurturing (email)

Takeaways and Action Steps
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Define your offers
Determine key goals and behaviors you want to track and tag
Map out everything before you build it
Work backwards to design campaigns to keep users on track
Track and gather as much data as you can
Start exploring AI and Dynamic personalization tools
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Marketing to the Process
David Perrera
David was Todd’s personal apprentice. He runs the E5 agency and coaches high-end clients.
A company will die of indigestion (eating its own) before it dies of starvation (finding new food
sources).
Creating your first working funnel is the easy part. Continued growth is harder.
●
●
●
●

Background and personal story
Why the marketing process
Why the process needs to be key
Nailing it successfully every single time

Born and raised in New Jersey
Personal Journey - home security business
He was trading time for money, working 60-70 hours a week. It was good money, but he did not
have enough time with his kids.
He decided to move to Lakeland, FL.
●
●
●

No job
Didn’t know anyone
Never saw house we were moving into before we moved in

He started installing home security systems again, but decided not to move up the ladder so he
could be home with his kids.
When his savings started to go down, he realized it wasn’t a good idea.
He interviewed for a cushy 6-figure sales job.
After crushing the 1st part, he had a 2nd interview with the VP.
Last test: In 5 minutes, I’ll come back and you need to sell me a pen.
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David was ready and crushing it. At the end, they pulled out their wallets to buy the pen.
That was a Friday, and he was so excited as he just knew he had the job.
Then he found out Monday that they had already hired someone before he was even
interviewed and just did the interview as a formality.
He got into his car and cried because he wasn’t sure what to do next.
About a week later, Damian contacted him to work on sales with him and Todd.
“So what you’re telling me is that I can go to bed and wake up the next morning with more
money in the bank than I started with?”
He decided to go work with MFA.
Then he got a call back from the cushy sales company saying they made a mistake, and they
wanted to hire him. He said no, he took a leap of faith to work with Todd.
4 pieces we look at in the funnel:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Big Idea
Lead
Marketing Argumentation
Offer

Why a big idea?
There are 86,4000 seconds in every single day… you’ve got exactly 3 to capture the attention of
your audience. In those 3 seconds, sales made, deals are closed and empires are built.
Crafting a Big Idea:
Requires an exhaustive amount of research.
You need to talk like your audience talks… and THINK like your audience thinks.
The big idea is not in you… it is in the market.
Do you know about chicken math?
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Hey, honey. I’m bring home one chicken….
Means… she is bringing home six chickens.
Expert Tip
After you have done all of your research, write down 7 conversations with an ideal prospect…
literally write it out.
And the big idea will start to emerge.
Forced Perspective

Cinderella Castle - how tall is it?
It is only 186 feet tall. Most cruise ships are taller than that with an average of 236 feet.
The architect of the castle made the windows smaller and the towers skinner as the castle gets
higher to force viewers to see it the way he want them to see it.
You as a marketer force the reader to consume the information the way you want them to
consume it. You control the perspective of the reader.
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Example: Open House sign
Open House
Sat 9-1
Everyone has an open house.
Open “Dream House”
Saturday AM ONLY
The 2nd example adds scarcity.
“Make America Great Again…”
Forcing the perspective that America is no longer great.
Hillary…
“Imagine how you’ll feel when the checkmarks pop up for a battleground state. Picture what it
will feel like when she crosses the 270 electoral votes.”
The words try to emotionally control the perspective of the reader.
What is an Offer?
An offer is everything the prospect gets and what they need to do to get it.
Offer = main product + bonuses + pricing + format + delivery
The offer must clearly demonstrate how it delivers on the benefits and desires pinpointed in your
EBM content.
It also fills in all the “missing gaps” you created.
11 Different Types of Offers
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Hard Offer - payment upfront
Soft Offer - payment later
Negative Option Offer - continuity
Installment Offer - payment plan
Charter Offer - early one-time discount
Exclusive Offer - Offer for certain folks only
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7. Limited Offer - scarcity driven
8. Limited Offer - deadline driven offer
9. One time offer - offer only seen once
10. Quality Offer - application required (starts with consultation)
11. Combination Offer - combining two or more of the above
How do you know which offer is best for you?
Exhaustive Competitor Research
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Competitors features
Competitors benefits
Competitors pricing
Competitors guarantees
Competitors bonuses
Competitors offer types
Where is your product superior?
Where is your product inferior?

Features are facts.
Benefits are what sells.
Create a spreadsheet with competitors across the top, bullet points down side.
View your offer as your product.
You’re not selling your product. You’re selling your offer.
Your GOAL is to create an offer that is head and tails ahead of everyone else.
●
●
●

Offer must be irresistible
Offer must show more value
Offer must be a non-brainer

Irresistible Offer
Dominos - Get your pizza in 30 minutes or less, or the pizza is free.
Core Elements of Your Offer
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Features and Benefits
Lopsided value proposition (spend $100, get $1,000)
Premium / Bonus (s)
Risk-reversal
Instant Gratification
Reason Why the Offer (why right now is it $99?)
Deadline

Features and Benefits
Example:
By the end of this module, you’ll learn…
Lopsided Value
Value = $2,157 - Today - $297
Bonuses
2 Fast-Action Bonuses
Risk-Reversal
Membership is completely risk-free
Pure risk reversal - free AND compensated for time lost
Deadline
This Sunday only
You must have a reason why the prospect needs to respond now.
For video series viewers only
A word of caution, and a word of encouragement…
If you have and follow a process… it will work.
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Caution… failure is part of the process
Basketball - Michael Jordan
“I’ve failed over and over… that is why I succeed.”
Hockey - Wayne Gretzky
“You miss 100% of the shots you don’t take… even though there is only a 1-5% probability of
scoring.”
The quote was in response to… “You have taken a lot of shots this year.”
Caution: Shiny object syndrome. Don’t get caught up in constantly changing directions.
Also understand, failure is part of the process.
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The Google Ad Strategy that Generated 14,000 New
Customers
Justin Brooke
How to drive 100k clicks to your website each day
My Story
●
●
●

Turned $60 on AdWords into 6 figures ($2 / day one ad… one website)
Built an agency - spent $10 million on ads - epic clients
Started an online school - currently have 2,800 students

Operation Nowhere to Hide
Client = Stansberry Research
Network = Google Display Campaign
Goal = 100 sales a day
Achieved in 30 days
New Goal = 1,000 sales per day
I used my whole bag of tricks to get to 100 sales….
What got me here.. Is NOT going to get me there.
Target audience - grumpy old people
He needed to find all the places these people are hanging out online.
AdBeat.com
News (scandal), political, financial, survival, precious metals
Ad campaigns are won or lost on understanding who you are trying to reach.
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Planning the campaign:
Desktop:
Males / females
Image ads / text ads
Keyword targeting
Google Display Network - show on other people’s pages for people already ranking for your
keywords
5 different keywords - 3 ads for each
Ad buying is a skill… not the lottery.
Don’t put all your money in one ad and pull the lever, hoping for a jackpot
5 segments of the market
3 ads - 5 segments - 4 campaigns
Four different campaigns…
●
●
●
●

Keyword
Topic
Placement
Interest

This is how 15 ads become 60 ads
Doubled the ads again by splitting all the ads into text only… image only.
Text ads perform the best on Google Display Network (GDN) because they fit in any space.
Then he split male / female
16 campaigns - 80 ad groups - 240 ads
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Before I continue…
Google Display Network has…
All of the same interest targeting as Facebook
...even custom audiences
...even retargeting
…even more (in-market)
In-Market targeting means Google knows who is buying what.
Google Chrome, Google Analytics, they all provide data back to Google for them to use and
help sell more stuff
Example: selling pet treats… to people in the market for pet foods… on pet websites
Biggest Takeaway…
Split your text and image campaigns
Persuasive, but Still Compliant
Are you afraid of Google slaps?
Shutdowns?
Have you been banned?
What if I could show you 1 weird trick to make your ad persuasive but still compliant
●
●
●

Google doesn’t care if you’re an affiliate
Google doesn’t care if you’re using a VSL
Google doesn’t care what business model you have

All Google Cares About… is Legal Liabilities (this goes for all ad networks)
How you can make $109,726 in the next 30 days
You are promising a specific result (unsubstantiated claim) which could be seen as a legal
liability
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To make it compliant turn it into a story…
How a Father of Two Made 109,762 in less than 30 Days
3 Hidden Gotchas
1. Privacy Policy on your website (pay a lawyer to write one for you)
2. Retargeting Cookie policy (your privacy policy has to address this)
3. Web of Trust (look up your website reputation score there - green, red, gray)
Website reviewers are looking for these three things.
How to get un-banned
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Research why you were banned
Fix the problem
Copy everything to a new domain name
Make a new ad account using a new credit card
Resubmit your campaign with only 1 ad

When the ad gets approved, then roll out multiple ads and campaigns again.
All networks care about… are legal liabilities.
Free Course - http://DMBIOnline.com
Q: if you get banned, can you use the same domain, but just longer? Like adding a word?
A: Yes, no problem.
Q: What would you recommend as a good starting budget for a small digital product.
A: It’s about what’s comfortable for you to keep running. Don’t spend $1,000 in a week, and
then turn everything off. Start at $10 and be able to adjust as you keep it going and scale up.
Q: What is working best for landing pages?
A: Drive paid ads to a blog post / advertorial - that starts the selling process - best across the
board advice
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Q: Should you start on your own, or bring in an agency for scaling?
A: I wouldn’t hire a media buying agency unless you are spending $10k+ a month. The best
media buyers don’t work with that low of a budget. You could hire someone to create the
skeleton of the ad campaign, but you stay in charge of the ROI.
Q: Any landmines for promoting supplements on GDN?
A: Don’t make the promises, don’t say “you.” Use stories..”Here’s how Sally…”
Q: What is your opinion on YouTube ads?
A: Some of my highest conversions are on YouTube ads. They get more information before they
hit your sales page.
Q: Why do you think Google AdWords is better than Facebook.
A: It’s bigger. Facebook is reaching max ad load. Click prices going up. Newsfeed space is
getting saturated. Google has better documentation. They have support numbers / emails.
Targeting is better than it used to be. Pricing is getting better than it has been.
Q: When you do your testing, how often do you change things up?
A: Please stop checking your ad campaigns every hour. Do not look at your campaigns during
the first 72 hours. In first 24 hours, bad campaigns might need more time. Successful ads might
be a fluke and too soon to scale.
Q: Will you ever use TV for direct response?
A: No. Because I can’t adjust as I see the results.
Q: Does having a secure website help you in paid advertising?
A: It can help conversions, but it doesn’t make a difference to the ad networks. They may be
afraid to click the ad, and go to your website directly.

